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(1) First Order Ordinary Differential Equations 

A First Order Differential Equation (1st ODE) is an equation where the highest derivative of your function is one. A simple example for 

some function  𝑦(𝑡) would be 

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
= −5𝑦 

 

From calculus, we all know that the solution to this equation is 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑒−5𝑡, where C is some arbitrary constant.  If we specified an 
initial condition (say, 𝑦(0) = 1.43), then our analytical solution would be 𝑦(𝑡) = 1.43𝑒−5𝑡 
 

In Matlab, we can use numerical integration techniques to solve differential equations like this one and use your recently acquired 
Finite-Difference-Method Skills (e.g., RK-4) and programming. Alternatively, you can use built-in Matlab function ode45.  For the 
example above, you would make two  .m files, one will be a function file, and the other will be a script that calls the function file. Open 
the matlab Editor to create and save a file called 'ilovecoffee.m' and copy the following into it: 

 
function dy = ilovecoffee(t,y) 

% function to integrate 

    dy = zeros(1,1);  % memory allocation to speed code 

    dy = -5 * y; 

end 

 

For now, let’s save the function ilovecoffee in a folder where matlab know the path so it can find it (i.e., let’s just put both script in the 
same folder).  The name of the file must be ilovecoffee.m.  
 
Now create another file called 'happycoffee.m' and cut and paste the following into it: 



 
% happycoffee.m 

% Solves ODE by calling ilovecoffee function 

 

clc, clear, close 

 

[t,y] = ode45('ilovecoffee',[0 10], 1.43); 

plot(t,y,'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('y(t)'); 

title('This plot dedicated to coffee lovers everywhere'); 

 

Here in happycoffee.m, we are using the built-in Matlab function ode45. There are a few different built-in ode integrators in Matlab 
(all of which you can find on the mathworks.com website, or simply typing in 'help ode45' at your prompt), but as a general rule of 
thumb, ode45 is the best function to apply as a first try for most problems. (For those who like detail, ode45 is an explicit (4,5) Runge-
Kutta integrating technique). When using ode45, the first argument 'ilovecoffee' is the name of the function you defined in the file 
ilovecoffee.m (the name of the function must be delimited by single quotes!---i.e., apostrophes). The 2nd argument [0 10] specifies 
the time interval of integration (i.e., t = 0 until t = 10), something we call it fancily “the problem domain.” The 3rd argument, 1.43, is 
the initial condition (i.e., y(0) = 1:43). [t; y] is the set of data-results returned by ode45 ―t is a column vector that contains the time 
datapoints, and y is a column vector that contains the y datapoints. 
 
To run the happycoffee script and auxiliary function ilovecoffee type happycoffee at your Matlab prompt or use the Run Icon in the 
Editor menu. You should get the same image as Figure 1. That's the numerical solution! If you want to see the actual numbers that 
Matlab used to plot this picture, just type t (to see the time values it integrated at) or y (to see the y values at the corresponding t 
values) at the Matlab command prompt. 



 

FIG. 1: This plot proves that Yauco coffee is second to none. 

Now, if you're not convinced that this is the correct solution, you can compare your numerical solution to the exact one 𝑦(𝑡) =
1.43𝑒−5𝑡 by looking at the error between both functions. Just add the following at the bottom of your happycoffee.m file: 
 

% happycoffee.m 

% Solves ODE 

clc, clear, close 

[t,y] = ode45('ilovecats',[0 10], 1.43); 

plot(t,y,'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('y(t)'); 

title('This plot dedicated to PR premier coffee'); 

  

realsolution = 1.43 *exp(-5* t); 

error = abs((y - realsolution)/realsolution); 

figure; 

  

subplot(221) 



plot(t,y,'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('y(t) computed numerically'); 

title('Numerical Solution'); 

  

subplot(222) 

plot(t,realsolution,'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('y(t) computed analytically'); 

title('Analytical Solution'); 

  

subplot(223) 

plot(t,error,'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('Error'); 

title('Relative error between numerical and analytical solutions'); 

  

subplot(224) 

plot(0,0,'*'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('Coffee!!!!'); 

title('Expreso, Cortadito,or Café con leche, AltoGrande is the BEST!'); 

 
 

To plot more than one figure, use the subplot command. For example, if you want three columns and two rows of plots on your 
figure, and you currently want to work in the first of those regions, type subplot(321) in your script. When you finish giving matlab 
commands for the first plot, then type the next command to work in the next subsection of the figure: subplot(322). If you append the 
above to your happycoffee.m file, then you should get Figure 2. (If instead, you'd rather generate 4 separate plots, then replace each 
occurrence of the subplot command with the command figure). 
 



 
FIG 2. The correlation between coffee and productivity has been proved, Salud! 

 

 

(2) Higher Order ODEs 

Let’s start with a 2nd order ODE.  A 2nd order differential equation is one where the highest derivative term is of order 2. A classic 

example is the equation of motion for a single undamped pendulum (where 𝜔2 =
𝑔

𝑙𝑚
, for those who derive this from Newtons Laws): 

𝑑2𝜃

𝑑𝑡2
= −𝜔2sin (𝜃) 



 

 

To integrate this in Matlab, we have to re-write this single equation into a set of 2 first order differential equations. The reason behind 

this is because all Runge-Kutta solvers, including ode45, are built to only integrate over equations of the type  
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑦). We can 

easily do this by hand, by setting: 

𝑑𝑦1

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑦2 

𝑑𝑦2

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜔2 sin(𝑦1) 

where  𝑦1(𝑡)represents 𝜃(𝑡), and  𝑦2(𝑡) represents 
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑡
. Integrating these equations in Matlab is very similar to how we did it for the 

1st order example in the previous section.  Assume 𝜔 = 1.  Only call your function file with new a name 'pendulumLatte.m' and copy 

the following: 

function [dy] = pendulumLatte(t,y) 

% Evaluate functions to be integrated 

    dy = zeros(2,1);  % dy is a 2-element column array 

    omega = 1; 

    dy(1) = y(2); 

    dy(2) = -omega*omega*sin(y(1)); 

end 

 

and call your script something else, like pendulumEspreso.m, and copy the following: 

% pendulumEspreso.m Program 

% 

clc, clear, close 

  

[t,y] = ode45('pendulumLatte',[0 25], [1.0 1.0]); 

  

figure; 



  

subplot(221) 

plot(t,y(:,1),'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('y_{1}(t)'); 

title('\theta (t)'); 

  

subplot(222) 

plot(t,y(:,2),'-'); 

xlabel('time'); 

ylabel('y_{2}(t)'); 

title('d \theta / dt (t)'); 

  

subplot(223) 

plot(y(:,1),y(:,2),'-'); 

xlabel('\theta (t)'); 

ylabel('d \theta / dt (t)'); 

title('Phase Plane Portrait for undamped pendulum'); 

  

subplot(224) 

plot(0,0,'*'); 

xlabel('My coffee still WARM!'); 

ylabel('Still Coffee Time!!!!'); 

title('Expreso at Coffee Festival in Maricao, the best AROMA ever!!'); 

 

 

The change in the function file, pendulumLatte.m, is the initialization part in line three: dy = zeros(2,1);  This is because we now have 

two equations we are integrating over (𝑦1(𝑡) and 𝑦2(𝑡)), so Matlab will store their data points into a matrix with two columns. If you 

just type the letter 𝑦 at your Matlab prompt (meaning 𝑦-array), you will get 2 columns of data that display. The first column is the set 

of 𝑦(𝑡) (or, 𝑦1(𝑡)), whose datapoints you can alone access by typing y(:,1) at your prompt (here “:” means all rows and 1 refers to 

colum1). The second column of y are the datapoints for 𝑦2(𝑡), which you can access by typing y(:,2) at your prompt.   

 

The change in the script file comes when you use the ode45 command ―now we are integrating from t = 0 until t = 25 seconds and 

we specified that the initial conditions are 𝑦1(𝑡 = 0) = 1.0 and 𝑦2(𝑡 = 0) = 1.0 via the third argument as [1.0 1.0].  Since we now 



have 2 sets of equations to integrate over, the initial conditions input must be a 2x1 column vector (to match the size of the outgoing 

vector, 𝑦). (In the 1st example at the beginning, we only had one initial condition, which was sufficient to represent as the scalar 1.43).  

 

For those who are interested in phase plane portraits, you just replace the time variable, t, in your plot command, with the datapoints 

for the other function, so that you are effectively making a plot of position vs. velocity of the pendulum. Running the above code 

should give you the Figure below (sans subplots). 

 

 

FIG 3. The Coffee Drinker’s Guide to Puerto Rico 


